
Nemesis students

ANALYSIS - CHARTS

1. Which country do you come from? (n = 71)
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2. I am (n = 69)
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3. My age is. . . (n = 66)
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4. I was in the project for (n = 66)

5. Did you take part as a mobility host? (n = 65)
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6. Did you take part as a mobility guest? (n = 65)

7. Which project content did you like the most (rank from 1 to 5 (5 the most))? (n = 61)
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8. During the motilities, how did you learn / improve in these areas? (rank from 1 to 5 (5 the most). ONLY FOR STUDENTS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE MOBILITY. (n = 44)
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9. If you compare the school in your country to the school in the country you visited - what is the biggest di�erence? (write the text in the box) a) Your home country is...

Q9a 9. If you compare the school in your country to the school in the country you visited - what is the biggest di�erence? (write the text in the box) a) Your home country is...

Answers Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative

more cozy compared to slovakia. 1 1% 3% 3%

the school i was (dänemark) was

much bigger then mine in germany

and try all had rly cool chromebooks

and macbooks they had a big campus

and much more students it was rly

cool to experience that

1 1% 3% 5%

my country was way plainer, but i feel

much safer here. our school felt

extremely boring compared to the one

we visited on the mobility. i do prefer

the food we have, but i enjoyed warm

lunch in a cantine. our prices were

higher, so it was a pleasant surprise

having to spend less money on the

same items.

1 1% 3% 8%

slovenia 3 2% 8% 15%

not as strict 1 1% 3% 18%

technology di�erent 1 1% 3% 21%
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the schools in norway is more modern,

with ipads and tvs. and in slovakia is

very di�erent school lunch and the

school is very colourful. i norway

everyone dress up for school, but not

that much in slovakia. and in slovakia

they wake up really early for school.

1 1% 3% 23%

my home country is norway, and the

biggest di�erence in the school i

visited was how creative it was. the

school in bratislava was so colourful

and had a lot of art, while our school

in norway is kind of boring. the school

in the country i visited also had longer

schooldays then i have.

1 1% 3% 26%

diferent 1 1% 3% 28%

slovakia 2 1% 5% 33%

they have school till 4 pm and the

school is obviously way bigger and

they also have a lot of fun stu� you can

do there.

1 1% 3% 36%
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bigger, colder and more economically

advanced. my school has more

modern equipment and is also much

stricter. i saw that the rules at school

in portugal weren\ ‘t that strict and the

teachers were also much more

relaxed. but there were many things at

school in portugal that we don\ ‘t have,

such as a car repair shop

1 1% 3% 38%

germany, the school system is very

di�erent and their school is bigger
1 1% 3% 41%

my home country is oslo. the schools

here are a bit boring when it comes to

appearance. we also do not have

cantine food, we have to bring our

own lunch from home.

1 1% 3% 44%

the school building is better then my

school and the way of the learning its

di�erent

1 1% 3% 46%

my home country is norway. the

biggest di�erence was no school tv’s.
1 1% 3% 49%

the people were more united and

freindly
1 1% 3% 51%

portugal 2 1% 5% 56%

jeg var ikke 1 1% 3% 59%

is smaller also there is only an

elementary school otherwise they’re

similar

1 1% 3% 62%

norway and i did not travel 1 1% 3% 64%
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the biggest di�erence was the school

buildings.
1 1% 3% 67%

the time of school 1 1% 3% 69%

i haven\ ‘t travelled to other schools i

stayed in norway
1 1% 3% 72%

there is no di�erence school is school

for me i have no visible di�erences
1 1% 3% 74%

co�e 1 1% 3% 77%

the biggest di�erence between my

school and the school i visited is that

the school i visited was way more

expressive. there were decorations

made by the students hanging in all

the corridors. the school was colorful

and prioritized art.

1 1% 3% 79%

g 1 1% 3% 82%

i didn t go to any country 1 1% 3% 85%

that the school had a canteen. and

that they had many more activities

than we have in our school

1 1% 3% 87%

people here are less opened with each

other and majority of people here is

less extroverted, the school system is

very di�erent from the time we spend

in class to the way of teaching

1 1% 3% 90%
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portugal. our school has a lot of

outdoor spaces, our indoor space is

smaller and free access to our two

libraries. our lessons are less practical,

we have less time break between

lessons and the food sold at the school

bar is healthier.

1 1% 3% 92%

i like my school because my teachers

are very kind to me. my school

arranges us entertainment

programmes all the time. i have a lot

of friends in my school. my school has

a very big playground. i play with my

friends in it.

1 1% 3% 95%

they are allowed to use their

smartphones
1 1% 3% 97%

. se have a better school system, better

teachers and better lessons. and our

school was in better shape.

1 1% 3% 100%

Valid Valid 39 28% 100%

-1 (Unanswered question) 19 14%

-3 (Drop-out) 13 9%

-5 (Empty unit) 69 49%

Valid 101 72%

Total 140 100%

b) The country you visited was...
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Q9b b) The country you visited was...

Answers Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative

?? 1 1% 2% 2%

the country i visited was bratislava. the

school i visited was way more artistic

and colourful than the school i attend

in norway. they also serve warm food in

the cafeteria, which probably is the

biggest di�erence.

1 1% 2% 5%

germeny 1 1% 2% 7%

i still did not travel 1 1% 2% 10%

slovakia 5 4% 12% 22%

more strict but the people were really

nice
1 1% 2% 24%

germany 4 3% 10% 34%

really big, busy and urban since it was a

city, and the buildings were beautiful,

mainly the old city, in slovakia

1 1% 2% 37%

dänemark 1 1% 2% 39%

portugal 12 9% 29% 68%

denmark and slovakia 1 1% 2% 71%

s 1 1% 2% 73%

it was interesting. i liked the nature

because it’s green everywhere, they

have beautiful places you can go to.

1 1% 2% 76%

technology di�erence 1 1% 2% 78%
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slovakia. the school was very colorful

and lively. it was di�cult to feel sad. i

enjoyed meeting the principal, since he

had so much positive energy. i did feel

more afraid and scared in slovakia and

what could happen to me while i was

in an unknown country. regardless, the

family took good care of me, helping

me adjust.

1 1% 2% 80%

dinamarca odense 1 1% 2% 83%

no country. lets go dababy 1 1% 2% 85%

really cool 1 1% 2% 88%

slovakia. the students prefer staying

indoors during the breaks than going

out because in the corridors they have

ping-pong and football tables. they can

only have access to the library with a

teacher during the classes and the

library is really small comparing to ours.

they have specific practical classes, for

example cooking. at the cafeteria, they

sell fast food and candies.

1 1% 2% 90%

i dind t visit any country 1 1% 2% 93%

i haven’t visited any country 1 1% 2% 95%

colourful, great, interesting 1 1% 2% 98%

denmark 1 1% 2% 100%

Valid Valid 41 29% 100%

-1 (Unanswered question) 17 12%

-3 (Drop-out) 13 9%
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-5 (Empty unit) 69 49%

Valid 99 71%

Total 140 100%
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10. If you compare family life in your country to that of the country you visited - what is the biggest di�erence? (write the text in the box)

Q10 10. If you compare family life in your country to that of the country you visited - what is the biggest di�erence? (write the text in the box)

Answers Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative

the way we live 1 1% 3% 3%

they had the habit of not having, for

example, dinner together, unlike my

family that has this habit

1 1% 3% 5%

... 1 1% 3% 8%

it’s not much di�erent but they still

have little things that are more

di�erent because of the culture of

course.

1 1% 3% 11%

i think the lifestyle 1 1% 3% 14%

noise 1 1% 3% 16%

two in the family spoke english, here

evreryone does.
1 1% 3% 19%

i don’t think there’s any di�erence 1 1% 3% 22%

the biggest di�erence was that food

and how comfortable the was in the

city, they didn\ ‘t feel scared to walk

around in the middle of the city.

1 1% 3% 24%

i thought the family life was pretty

similar.
1 1% 3% 27%

families go out to dinner on weekdays 1 1% 3% 30%

the food 1 1% 3% 32%

. . . 1 1% 3% 35%

they are more chill 1 1% 3% 38%
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they are more shy or less warm

hearted
1 1% 3% 41%

i dont no 1 1% 3% 43%

not much 1 1% 3% 46%

the biggest di�erence was that my

host family always ate breakfast

together. it was nice to have that kind

of communal feeling.

1 1% 3% 49%

i would say that they are much closer,

comparing to people in slovakia
1 1% 3% 51%

i think the only di�erence was that

they were more opened with new

people than what we would probably

be like

1 1% 3% 54%

they go to sleep very late and they

drink co�e at 11 pm. they walk in shoes

in their house.they have dinner very

late.

1 1% 3% 57%

the family life doesn\ ‘t have a big

di�erence
1 1% 3% 59%

i didn\ ‘t visit any country 1 1% 3% 62%

in portugal, families invite and

socialise much more than slovakian

families. we often have meals with

family and friends. here the nucleus

family has meals all together whereas

in slovakia they don\ ‘t sit together at

the same time to have their meals.

1 1% 3% 65%

it was almost the same 1 1% 3% 68%
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the same 1 1% 3% 70%

the mom and dad at the family i lived

at couldt talk english and they wasnt

home so much

1 1% 3% 73%

no di�erence only that they wear

shoes inside of tghe house
1 1% 3% 76%

i do not think that i travelled 1 1% 3% 78%

the biggest di�erence in my host

family was the food, they eat really

di�erent than us. they eat a lot of cake

and yogurt for breakfast. the parents

didn’t speak english that well, but they

was really nice.

1 1% 3% 81%

d 1 1% 3% 84%

i can not see a big di�erence because

my mom is from brasil. i don’t live in a

german household

1 1% 3% 86%

the biggest di�erence between mine

and the slovakian family was the way

it’s built up. i have a family of four, plus

a dog. in slovakia, my host family

consisted of a mother and her child.

the mother’s boyfriend visited us

almost everyday. compared to my dad,

he was quite di�erent. he had many

di�erent interests. the di�erence also

helped me felt safe.

1 1% 3% 89%

they ate diner much later. 1 1% 3% 92%

i haven’t been abroad 1 1% 3% 95%
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they eat at di�erent times, they go to

sleep much later, they wearshoes

around the house, they start and finish

school later

1 1% 3% 97%

its the same 1 1% 3% 100%

Valid Valid 37 26% 100%

-1 (Unanswered question) 17 12%

-3 (Drop-out) 17 12%

-5 (Empty unit) 69 49%

Valid 103 74%

Total 140 100%
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11 a. Please answer these questions: (n = 54)
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11. b Please answer these questions, EXPLAIN in the text box. (n = 52)
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11. b Please answer these questions, EXPLAIN in the text box.

Q11b_Q15 11. b Please answer these questions, EXPLAIN in the text box.

Counts

EXPLAIN.

Q11b_Q15a Has your use of media changed?

a, use, Jeg har ikke starta og bruke det annerledes, I am more aware that the news can be fake., I use

discord a lot more now. It has allowed me to be in contact with a lot more people in di�erent

communities, I try to put a limit on how much time I use on my phone., I was very careful with social

media before I took Part of the project, Yes, I would say my use of media have changed. I am more

critical to news that is a little weird and I only follow people that give me a positive vibe., I check di�erent

sources and I have unfollowed a lot of people on social media., I started depending less on social media

for having fun, The project didn’t a�ect my use of media at all. I mainly use it to look at pictures of

clothes, flowers and my other interests. I already followed activists accounts., No, I was already pretty

aware of stu� that could be misleading, so I don’t think that much has changed, I’m more aware of the

media I use now. I pay more attention to what I’m exposed to and why I’m exposed to that type of

content. I also try to be more aware of how much time I spend on social media. I have relised that social

media isn’t a good use of my time and energy., I have been more critical to the sources I’m using, I use it

more carefully., I always check if the website is safe, and I am more careful. I also read more news., I use

media more to know whats happening in the world, I check if news and stu� are real more often then I

used to., ., My use of media hasnt changed., I am more aware of fake news on social media, It has not., Its

the same, I use a bit less sosial medias like TikTok, No, my use if media hasn’t changed., i spent less time

on social media, Dont change because i continue to use the same way as before, after the lecture that we

had about us speding too much time on our phones, i start being more careful about it, After da

pandemic I start using more the media
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Q11b_Q15b Did taking part in this project change your attitude to social media?

a, fake, Det bare gjord3 det ikke, Now I know how bad social media was for our health and minds., Not

really. I still think people care to much about social media., I now know how little your time on social

media is worth., I don’t know, Yes. I am more critical to news now than what I used to be., Yes, I got more

aware of what I actually was watching., I always had the same attitude towards media, this project made

me more aware of the dangers of media, I already am quite critical to what I see and read, but I am not

very exposed to fake news and other political and social issues. The activism I get is often emotionally

opinionated and made to fit me. Therefore I often agree with what I get., No, I am now more critical that

I was, Yes, I’m much more careful with what I believe. I’ve relised thet the people on social media are very

di�erent that they are in real life. Most of the content I’m exposed to wants something from me. I now

relize how dangerous social media is., I understand the consequences better., I am more aware of what

social media really is., Yes, a little., Because i know that some media is fake, I am more sceptical about

what I read on social media and I use it less because I want to have more self control about my social

media use., ., My attityde to Social media is still the same., I have understand the power social has on your

life, It has not., Its the same, I still think sosial media is a important part of today’s suciety, Yes, I have

learned a lot about the media, and how it can a�ect a lot., made me realise that social media is

somehow a bit toxic, Dont change because i continue to use the same way as before, i start being more

careful about things that i post and news that i read that can or can not be fake, I‘ve always been very

careful on social media
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11. c Please answer these questions: (n = 51)
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12. What do you think about ((rank from 1 to 5 (5 the most))? (n = 51)

13. With my participation in this project, my way of using social networks. . . (drag and drop on the right) (n = 51)
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14. Among the following skills, select the ones you consider to have been those on which your participation in this project had the most positive impact: (5 the most) (n = 51)
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15. The impact of this project on my educational community was: (n = 51)
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16. Write the short evaluation of the project (write the text in the box).

Q16 16. Write the short evaluation of the project (write the text in the box).

Answers Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative

it was fun and interesting to investigate

fake news, and how to tell them apart.

the project as been exiting, and i’ve

met new people across the borders via

social media.

1 1% 2% 2%

it was a very di�rent exeperience that

an every day life in my country
1 1% 2% 4%

i really liked it, i learned a lot, i had a lot

of fun, i met so many new people
1 1% 2% 6%

i really liked this project. i learned a lot

about being critical to the news and my

communicating skills have proved a lot

from this project. i leaned to be more

critical to the news i read. before this

project i almost believed in everything i

reed, but now i take a lot time to think

over the news if it is fake or real.

1 1% 2% 8%

for me it was a great experience and i

met a lot of new people and i learned a

lot about fake news.

1 1% 2% 10%

i have not liker this project because it

has not mer ny interrest. i am sure that

oter people like it more that me

though.

1 1% 2% 12%
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i think this project has been a really

good project and i have learned really

much. i have visited another country

and learned really much about what

they do and how they do things in that

country.

1 1% 2% 14%

i loved the project. i learned a lot about

media, and social media safety. i feel

like i have improved a lot. i also meet

many new people.

1 1% 2% 16%

i really liked the project because i found

out more about how the media actually

work. i got a very good experience with

the program in the project because it

was a lot about things that i am really

interested in. thank you

1 1% 2% 18%

i’m very pleased with with the project. i

feel that i have experienced and

learned things that are going to benefit

me throughout my whole life. learned

things that are going to help me

manage the huge amounts of

information im exposed to through the

media. and experienced things that are

going to help me grow into a

responsible and independent person.

1 1% 2% 20%
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i have learned a lot about the media

and fake news, and how to be critical

on the internet. i have also learned alot

about the crisis in ukraine.

1 1% 2% 22%

i have learned a lot in this project. i

have learned about for example fake

news, the war in ukrainian. i have been

a little more careful with social media,

but not so much. because i was careful

before i got into the project . i like it

really much.

1 1% 2% 24%

it was very interisting, the topics that

we discussed in the project are very

important and relevant nowadays.

1 1% 2% 26%

it was okay and it was fun for me. 1 1% 2% 28%

the project was very good. i learned

practically nothing new but it was a

great experience to see how di�erent

people are in di�erent countries

1 1% 2% 30%
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it was such an amazing experience

which i will take to my whole life, i

learned so many things and met so

many people, the family that took care

of me were so incredibly nice to me, i

felt like i was at home .i had so much

fun and saying goodbye was really sad,

i talk to some friends i met in portugal

and we talk about meeting in the

summer vacation. the project changed

some points of view that i ...

1 1% 2% 32%

i enjoyed the project. it was fun, but i

think we had too many written tasks.
1 1% 2% 34%

i learned a lot, it felt natural for me so i

don\ ‘t know what else to say
1 1% 2% 36%

i think this was a great project, and i

learned a lot about news and social

media. it was interesting to visit

another country and learn about their

way of living. visiting another country

also made me realise that teens act the

same and is the same.

1 1% 2% 38%

i really liked it, i learned a lot , i had a

lot of fun, i met so many new people
1 1% 2% 40%

no. i will not 1 1% 2% 42%

very good oportunitty. 1 1% 2% 44%
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it was very enjoyable. but to be honest

the best part was not being monitered

by my parents and teachers and the

time we spent after school was the

best.

1 1% 2% 46%

i enjoyed the project and it fit my

academical skills. i learnt a lot from

travelling, and it fulfilled my interests of

travelling. it was an exciting project

about a very important topic, that

everyone should learn more about. i

think the most important to learn

about is how media is controlled and

how that would a�ect the readers and

viewers. it’s essential that we are taught

to be mindful ...

1 1% 2% 48%

very good 1 1% 2% 50%

it was really nice to spend some time in

another country and have a student in

my family

1 1% 2% 52%

this project was really interesting. i have

learned a lot about social media and

how it is, this has helped me. the topic

that was the most interesting was fake

news. the impact fake news had on

society really surprised me. i have

learned new skills that can help me in

the future while i’m on the internet.

1 1% 2% 54%
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i think that it has been quite interesting

though i would have wished that we

could have worked more with people

from other country’s from our home

country. i would definitely do this

project again if given the choice

1 1% 2% 56%

bilomi je zelo vsec 1 1% 2% 58%

i think the project was a very good

thing because i lernd a variation of new

skills and liked it very much.

1 1% 2% 60%

this project was very positive especially

for my social life, i met several people, i

got to know di�erent types of food and

cultures from other countries.

1 1% 2% 62%

it helped me become more careful on

the internet
1 1% 2% 64%

it was kinda fun 1 1% 2% 66%

this project made me communicate

better in english with other people.

even though i didn\ ‘t go to any country,

due to personal problems it was a good

moment in my life

1 1% 2% 68%

. 1 1% 2% 70%

/ 1 1% 2% 72%

i really liked the project, i learned so

much in the project. and it was a really

big experience in my life,.

1 1% 2% 74%
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it was pretty educating and it was a

good way to shape my mind during

such formative years

1 1% 2% 76%

good 1 1% 2% 78%

it was very fun and interesting. it was

nice to get known to other people and

see other cultures. i think it could be a

little bit repetitive, but it was a really

fun and important experience ether

way.

1 1% 2% 80%

i liked the project, it was sometimes

boring. and it could be hard to

cooperate with my classmates but, it

was a pleasant experience.

1 1% 2% 82%

it was fun something di�erent i used it

to get better englisch speaking skills
1 1% 2% 84%

i loved the project and i loved being

apart of it, because its a life time

experience that most people don\ ‘t

have the opportunity to experience it. i

made a lot of friends, some of them

probably friends for life and im really

grateful for that.

1 1% 2% 86%
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to me, this was a life-time experience. i

learned how to respect and tolerate

other people of di�erent nationalities. i

got to practice my english, and push

myself to interfering with people don’t

know yet. i have learned a lot about

internet safety and social media.

1 1% 2% 88%

i really liked it! it was a nice experience

to talk to people from di�erent

countries i’ve never talked or met

before.

1 1% 2% 90%

it\ ‘s a really good project because i

improved a lot my english, met new

friends, i knew about new cultures and

ways of life.

1 1% 2% 92%

i think this project was really interesting

and i have learned a lot in this period. it

was a great experience. i have learned

about social media and it’s impact of

ours life. i also have learned about how

much fake news it is all around the

internet. all over very interesting!

1 1% 2% 94%

this project was great, i learned much

about di�erent things.
1 1% 2% 96%

i really enjoyed it. the mobility in

germany was a perfect experience.
1 1% 2% 98%

i don\ ‘t had a evalution 1 1% 2% 100%

Valid Valid 50 36% 100%

-3 (Drop-out) 21 15%
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-5 (Empty unit) 69 49%

Valid 90 64%

Total 140 100%

17. Would you continue to participate in an Erasmus+ project? Why - write in the text box. (n = 44)
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17. Would you continue to participate in an Erasmus+ project? Why - write in the text box.

Q17_Q25 17. Would you continue to participate in an Erasmus+ project? Why - write in the text box.

Counts

Why? (WRITE)

Q17_Q25a Yes.

Of course, -1, I think it was fun, and i want more experiences like this., Because this was a interesting

project, I want to do something similar again., Interesting, Yes, I learned a lot and want to learn more., I

will be an Erasmus+ student, Because I can travel in Europe, Travelling around is one of my favorite things

to do. This is a good reason for me to continue with this project. The tasks we get also fits me and the

texts I enjoy writing and doing research for., -1, I liked it, I feel like in a project like this, you never stop

learning. When you work with other people you continue to learn forever., I want to learn more and meet

more people, Interesting and instructive, Yes, because I think it is a really positive experience, and you

learn so much and is it very social., Because I learned a lot and it was very di�erent from other topics., It

was fun and I learned a lot., I am neutral, but there is no alternative for that„ Interesting, -1, Because it is

fun, Because it was very fun, I learned a lot., i loved meeting new people, new culture and new aways of

thinking, -1, Because i can meet a lot of new people and other cultures., i really want to be in an erasmus

project again when i go to university and be able to travel without problems, I would love to have another

experience on the erasmus project., -1

Q17_Q25b No.

be, Beacause it did not meget my interrests, -1, -1, But I am not having this subject next year., -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,

It was a little boring, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, ., -1, -1, Cause i cant, -1, -1, -1, -1, I think that i‘ve lived long enough with

this project, -1, -1, -1, I felt kind of weird but it was fun.

18. Which topic do you propose for the next Erasmus+ project? (write the text in the box)

Q18 18. Which topic do you propose for the next Erasmus+ project? (write the text in the box)

Answers Frequency Percent Valid Cumulative
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Nemesis students

i dont know. 1 1% 2% 2%

i have no idea. 1 1% 2% 4%

comparing school hours to knowledge

in di�erent subjects
1 1% 2% 6%

climate change , living on a society 1 1% 2% 8%

the hard parts about being a teenager 1 1% 2% 10%

a topic about climate change 1 1% 2% 13%

should all opinions be allowed? 1 1% 2% 15%

more international cooperation. 1 1% 2% 17%

human rights 1 1% 2% 19%

i dont know, fake news again? 1 1% 2% 21%

i don’t have anything 1 1% 2% 23%

i don\ ‘t know 1 1% 2% 25%

i think we should focus on science and

international collaboration in science,
1 1% 2% 27%

the school of the future. 1 1% 2% 29%

mental health 1 1% 2% 31%

talk about women rights 1 1% 2% 33%

hmm, probably taking up conflicts

from both sides instead of focusing on

mostly 1

1 1% 2% 35%

food waste or climate changes 1 1% 2% 38%

vverde 1 1% 2% 40%

war, and international law. 1 1% 2% 42%

something like this 1 1% 2% 44%

talk about discrimination towards

women and other minorities
1 1% 2% 46%
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Nemesis students

i think the next project should be about

the hidden and obvious discrimination

on social media and in real life.

1 1% 2% 48%

corruption 1 1% 2% 50%

i would say we should learn more about

the history of di�erent countries in

europe. there is a lot people don’t know

about or have misconceptions about

1 1% 2% 52%

di�erent cultures, rules in di�erent

countries
1 1% 2% 54%

cousine or art 1 1% 2% 56%

life in the di�erent countries 1 1% 2% 58%

fotografija 1 1% 2% 60%

. 1 1% 2% 63%

i think a project about social media

could work. it would contain how it is a

good thing, but also allé the negative

sides.

1 1% 2% 65%

a topic that could be a good topic is

climate change, it is a very important

theme and many care about it.

1 1% 2% 67%

food waste or climate changes. 1 1% 2% 69%

war 1 1% 2% 71%

culture 1 1% 2% 73%

sport all filming/acting i think that

would be fun
1 1% 2% 75%
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Nemesis students

i would like to learn about economic

systems (capitalism, liberalism,

communism) and how that impact a

society.

1 1% 2% 77%

di�erent cultures of countries 1 1% 2% 79%

military :=). 1 1% 2% 81%

climate change 1 1% 2% 83%

enviroment and war 1 1% 2% 85%

i don’t have any idea 1 1% 2% 88%

social connection in the world 1 1% 2% 90%

global warming 1 1% 2% 92%

keep doing the fake news noe, bur gry

to make a new ine. i just do not know

what.

1 1% 2% 94%

food waist 1 1% 2% 96%

refugees 1 1% 2% 98%

sustainable development 1 1% 2% 100%

Valid Valid 48 34% 100%

-3 (Drop-out) 23 16%

-5 (Empty unit) 69 49%

Valid 92 66%

Total 140 100%
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